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Ant groups often work together to transport food and
materials back to their nests. In some cases, the group
exhibits leader-follower behaviors where a single ant
guides the entire group based on its knowledge about the
destination. The leader role is occupied temporarily by an
ant until it is replaced by another ant with new
information. This kind of behavior can be very useful for
teams of robots with limited information that must work
together to transport an object in uncertain
environments. The purpose of this research was to design
and simulate controllers that implement this behavior on
robot teams.

Role Selection Procedure
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Future Work  

1) Set up sequential information update by
informed robots.

2) Explore different attachment and detachment
behaviors for the informed robots.

Conclusion 

A role update procedure based on local force
sensed by robots allows for convergence to a
destination.

The probabilities of ants entering either state (role) from the
other state are modeled as functions of the local force sensed by
the ant, and an individuality parameter Find that determines
whether the ant chooses to align its forces to the load’s direction
of motion or not.
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Agent- Based Simulations 

Collective Transport Model

The collective transport model describes a planar motion.
The load dynamics and ant role selection rules are based
on the work done on the effects of transiently informed
individuals on ant group behavior (Gelblum, et al., 2015).
The macroscopic model for ant movement, searching for
the load, and attachment to the load is based primarily on
the models in (Pavlic, et al., 2014) The simulations were run in Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999). In

the code, the robot role selection procedure is updated
using the policy described above. The payload to be
transported is a coin and the robots were simulated as
ants, since they are the inspiration for this work.
The robots start out with different destinations and this
information is updated by informed scouts that join the
team.
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